
Optimize the entire medication process around 
the patient in one pharmacy application.



Adjustable task overview

About SmartMed Pharmacy

Optimize the entire medication process around 
the patient in one pharmacy application

Omni-channel pharmacy

Anywhere, anytime Automatic workflow

Flexible fulfillment
Customer and Business 

insight



SmartMed Pharmacy, the Pharmacy Medication Management 
System (PMS) of SmartMed, is designed to provide the 
pharmacist with all the professional tools needed. User 
friendliness, business efficiency and medication safety have 
top priority. Patient centricity, scalability and flexibility are 
included. Prescriptions are handled automatically, using 
several patient characteristics and a high-tech article selector. 
The PMS supports medication checks and monitoring by 
easily sorting type of alerts such as contraindications or 
interactions. Smarter supply chain management and optimized 
logistics handling are available. Handling prescriptions has 
never been easier, as the PMS is designed in collaboration with 
pharmacists.



The BI environment provides insight into both logistical
processes, such as open prescription requests, stock positions 
or purchasing data, as well as optimizing treatment.
Furthermore, the integrated patient app SmartMed forYou is 
"white label” available on the same application. Patients gain 
insight into their current medication and can access 
information at any moment regarding the use of their 
medicines. Functionalities such as medication reminders and 
easy ordering of repeat medication are there to support safe 
and simple use of medication.



"With SmartMed Pharmacy, I fulfill a 
coaching role as a medication expert.”

“The entire process from prescription handling, smart article 
selector, medication management, purchase and logistics 
are handled automatically. These saves time. Therefore, I 
can focus on medication checks, monitoring and support 
patients leading healthier and happier lives. I can now 
personally advise my patients in the pharmacy and digitally 
on distance. I enjoy the fact I can focus more on the human 
aspect and share my knowledge instead of worrying about 
stock management".



Anywhere, anytime

Safe & trusted in Microsoft Azure

Fast and always available via browser and mobile

For pharmacist and patient



All processes in 1 worklist

Task differentiation & 

specialization 

Sorting and filtering
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Automatic workflow

High-tech article selection

Automatic controls

Easily perform checks



Flexible fulfillment

Clear medication status

Complete track & trace

Automatic distribution 

channel selection



Omnichannel pharmacy

Central patient view

Task differentiation & specialization

Scalable logistics



Customer and Business insight

Digital customer relationship  

Reporting, Analytics and AI



SmartMed Pharmacy B.V.

Website www.smartmed.world

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com/company/smartmed-b.v

Email marketing@smartmed.world

Tel +31 85 1300 929
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